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The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1071: Should I Count Interest? 

But the change in expression was only a moment, and soon her face was covered with a slight sadness 

and loneliness. 

After Cai Yu left the private room, he was about to close the door. When he turned around and saw Lu 

Zhixi’s sad and lonely expression through the door, he suddenly felt sorry for her. 

Our president has always been a godlike existence. In the entire Miracle Healer Academy, no one dares 

to disrespect and no one doesn’t admire her. Unexpectedly, she was bullied by a guy from the 

Foundation Establishment stage. 

No wonder Lu Zhixi has been depressed since she came back last time. The gentle and noble smile that 

had always been on her face has disappeared. It turned out that she was wronged like that outside. 

When Cai Yu thought of this, he couldn’t help clenching his fists. 

I’m really useless. Never mind if I’m not as outstanding as our president, knowing that our president is 

so kind and gentle, but I can’t even protect her from being harmed. What is the meaning of me being 

the vice president? 

Hmph, Xi Yue? Since you dare to bully our president, no matter who you are, I will teach you a bloody 

lesson! 

=== 

The third day was the real first round of the Miracle Healer Academy entrance assessment. 

Hexi arrived at the assessment square early, but even though she came here early, she found that 

almost a hundred martial artists who passed the spiritual root test were waiting here early. 

As soon as Wei Chengyuan saw Hexi, he leaned in very naturally and put his arm around her shoulder, 

“Xiao Yue’er, how do you feel? The formal assessment will begin today. You won’t be nervous and didn’t 

sleep last night right?” 

Hexi stretched out her hand and flicked away his arm lightly. She didn’t seem to do anything, but Wei 

Chengyuan felt his arm numb. He screamed and backed a few steps. 

Wei Chengyuan said with a bitter face, “Brother, we have faced difficulties together the day before 

yesterday, you don’t have to be cruel to brother right?” 

Hexi sneered and said, “I don’t know if we have faced difficulties together, but I remember clearly that 

you stole elixir from me. Thank you, nine superb meridian cleansing pills, 900,000 crystals.” 

Wei Chengyuan’s face was stiff. His arm that was about to put around Hexi’s shoulder was kept back 

after hearing Hexi’s cold words. 

“You have owed me 900,000 crystals for 2 days, should I count interest as well?” 
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Wei Chengyuan completely wilted. He ran far away from her with a sullen expression. The resentment 

he felt was evident. 

But he didn’t dare to get close to Hexi again, for fear that this beautiful young boy would settle accounts 

with him again. 

He obviously runs Shengde Hall. All the best quality pills belong to him. Can’t you just give a few to me? 

Do you need to be so stingy? 

Wei Chengyuan neglected selectively at this time. He had tens of thousands of crystal stones in his 

family. 900,000 crystals were less than a fraction, but he was stingy that he didn’t want to pay the 

money. 

Soon, the first round of assessment was about to begin. 

Before that, a thin elder walked to the square and said some meaningless nonsense. The content was 

nothing more than promoting the academy mission of the Miracle Healer Academy and emphasizing 

fairness and justice in assessments. 

What shocked Hexi was that this elder, who seemed to be smiling but lazy, turned out to be a master of 

the Nascent Soul later stage. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1072: Disbelief 

After the elder’s nonsense was finished, the boy in green clothes who appeared yesterday came 

forward, cleared his throat and said, “The first round of assessment will be completed by a martial artist 

and an invigilator. Now I will announce an invigilator for everyone present. The first invigilator, Cai Yu!” 

As soon as the boy in green clothes finished reading, a handsome and upright young man came up from 

the hazy enchantment behind. 

As soon as this person appeared, the whole venue suddenly boiled up. 

“Cai Yu! I didn’t expect it to be Vice President Cai Yu!” 

“Vice President Cai Yu was at the top of the freshman assessment 5 years ago. After entering the 

academy, he participated in the first major competition and got top 5 results! He became the vice 

president of the Academy Student Council in just 3 years. Even in Miracle Healer Academy, he is a 

legend that everyone pursues!” 

“I heard that President Cai Yu has not been an invigilator for several years. I didn’t expect him to come 

this year!” 

“Oh, who do you think will become Vice President Cai Yu’s examinee? If it was me, I will be so happy 

that I would faint!” 

The boy in green clothes looked at Cai Yu with admiration and envy, then he looked at the examinees 

and said in a deep voice, “The examinee that Cai Yu is supervising is — Xi Yue!” 
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As soon as the boy in green clothes finished speaking, almost everyone turned their eyes on Hexi, with 

jealousy, envy, disdain, and resentment in their eyes. 

There were only a hundred people here, and the only Foundation Establishment stage was Hexi. 

What’s more, Hexi’s appearance was so outstanding and her identity was very special. Of course, no one 

of the examinees present did not know him. 

Someone couldn’t help but sighed, “How could it be Xi Yue? He is just a waste at the Foundation 

Establishment stage. He may not even pass the first level. Let Vice President Cai Yu supervise him is just 

an insult to him!” 

Hexi didn’t care about everyone’s comments. She walked forward slowly and handed the inscribed jade 

slip to Cai Yu. 

Cai Yu didn’t find Xi Yue in the crowd at the beginning. After all, the pictures recorded in the inscribed 

jade slip were not clear. He was extremely disgusted with this person in his heart, and he was not 

interested in taking a second look at her at all. 

But when Xi Yue walked out of the crowd, he realized that this was a teenager with a better appearance 

than Lu Zhixi. 

The bright phoenix eyes were calm, and the snow-white skin was shining in the sun. When the young 

man walked up slowly, everything behind him seemed to be a setting. The surrounding plants and wind 

seemed to stop, making people uncontrollable cast their eyes on him. 

Cai Yu opened his eyes slightly and looked at this young man in disbelief. He was actually the cruel, 

sinister and shameless bitch in Ren Xueling’s words?. 

If he hadn’t known the identity of this young man beforehand, he couldn’t help but praise the young 

man’s excellence. 

Not only because of the outstanding and peerless appearance of the young man, but also because of the 

loftiness radiated from the inside out on him. 

Miracle Healer Academy’s position in Miluo Continent was aloof. No matter how calm the examinees 

were, they would still feel nervous in their hearts. 

Just like the eldest lady of Shui Yue Sect not far away and Feng Yunqin of the Feng Family, each of them 

looked calm, but their eyes fluctuated slightly and their muscles were tense, which were all signs of 

tension. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1073: Written Assessment 

However, the slight feeling of favor for this young man that had just aroused in Cai Yu’s mind 

immediately turned into disgust when he thought of the harm he had caused to his president. 

He said coldly, “Come with me. I will take you to the first assessment room.” 

Hexi raised her eyebrows slightly. There was a slight surprise in her mind. 
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At that moment, she felt a trace of hostility from this person or even a killing intent with disgust. 

I have never seen him or met him before right? Judging from Cai Yu’s expression just now, he obviously 

doesn’t know me either. 

Then this hostility is a bit interesting. 

Hexi’s mouth twitched slightly, and she followed Cai Yu. 

The first assessment was in the academy, but because Hexi and others did not have the pass inscribed 

jade slip, the academy opened up several special teleportation arrays to send these candidates to 

designated places to take the assessment. 

The way to activate the teleportation array was to use the inscribed jade slip in their hands. 

The light of the teleportation array flashed, and Hexi quickly entered a huge room. 

But this room was very strange. The entire room was divided into more than 100 small rooms. Each 

room was separated by a transparent spiritual power shield. 

There was only 1 table and 2 chairs in the small room. 

Hexi sat down at the table. Soon, she felt Cai Yu’s cold aura behind her as well as the cold eyes staring at 

her back. 

But what kind of person was Hexi? Not to mention her profession, which was good at disguising, in her 

previous life, with her strong mental ability, she was accustomed to being watched in this Miluo 

Continent. Cai Yu’s hostile gaze did not bother her at all. 

After Hexi sat down, she realized that when she looked up, she could see other candidates appearing in 

the rooms one after another, and she could faintly hear their voices; when she looked at the table, the 

surrounding scenes turned blur. 

Eh? So these spiritual power shield is to prevent cheating? They are really advanced! 

However, to prevent cheating? Does that mean that this time the first level assessment of Miracle 

Healer Academy is… a written test? 

The things that happened next quickly confirmed Hexi’s guess. 

An old man in his early 50s, wearing a light blue gown and a scholar hat, appeared. His eyes exuded a 

feeling of spring breeze. 

As soon as the old man appeared, the noisy examinees in the room all quieted down. 

Hexi frowned again. It’s… another Nascent Soul Stage? How many mentors or elders of Nascent Soul 

Stage are there in Miracle Healer Academy? 

At this ratio, even if all the Nascent Soul Stage masters of every family and sect in the Miluo Continent 

add up, it is still less than the Nascent Soul Stage master here right? 



The old man smiled slightly. His deep voice filled the rooms, “I’m the chief invigilator for the first round 

of the entrance assessment of the Miracle Healer Academy. Now I will announce that the content of the 

first round assessment is the written assessment. “ 

As soon as this statement was made, everyone present couldn’t help but widen their eyes. 

Some were surprised, some panicked, and some were astonished. 

Hexi heard a young boy not far away said in joy, “The first round is actually a written assessment. The 

entrance assessment of Miracle Healer Academy has had the written assessment for 2 years. Our luck is 

really great!” 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1074: The Start of Assessment 

“Why it isn’t?” The young man was unconvinced. “At least the written assessment is safe!” 

“Do you know that the first round of written assessment usually eliminates 10% or even 20% more 

people than other assessments? When you are eliminated, let’s see if you still feel fortunate! “ 

As soon as he said this, the young man suddenly fell silent with a face full of sorrow. 

They looked back and forth. Many people wanted to cheat, but when they looked at the invigilator 

sitting behind them, they immediately kept away that little thought. 

If they failed the exam, at least there would be a chance next year, but if the invigilator found that they 

had bad conduct, then they wouldn’t have a chance to step into the Miracle Healer Academy in their 

lives. 

Even those who behave excessively would even be rejected by all major sects and families of Miluo 

Continent. 

The chief invigilator in front seemed to have not heard the murmurs of the people below, and he smiled 

slightly, “The content of the written assessment includes 30% of physician-related questions and 70% of 

other related questions. The assessment time is 1 hour. The total number of questions is 1000. Those 

who can answer more than 500 correctly will be included in the candidate list for the second 

assessment. The rest will be eliminated.” 

“You must not cheat during the answering process, you must not leave the room early, you must not 

interfere with other people’s answers, offenders… hehe, you won’t want to know the result. Now, the 

assessment begins!” 

As soon as the invigilator spoke, he flicked his sleeve. 

Hexi only felt a blur in front, and there was already a sheet of fluorescent paper in front of her. There 

was also a pen next to the paper. 

Of course, it was not a brush, but a hard pen unique to Miluo Continent, which was much more 

convenient to use than a brush. 

It was just that for many examinees present, they felt extremely strange when they picked up this pen. 
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It was true that these people had long been accustomed to drawing and writing with inscribed jade slip, 

so they had forgotten what it was like to hold a pen when they were young. 

Hexi picked up the slender pen, turned a beautiful pen on the tip of her finger, and couldn’t help smiling 

slightly. 

Originally, she only entered Miracle Healer Academy with a certain purpose, but now it seemed that this 

academy was much more interesting than she thought. 

The invigilator quickly announced the start of the written assessment. Hexi activated the special paper 

on the desk with spiritual power and began to answer the questions. 

The whole examination room fell into silence. Everyone’s attention was focused on the answer sheet. 

=== 

Cai Yu, who was behind Xi Yue, his expression gradually changed from cold disgust to shock. 

The young man answered the question so fast, he almost wrote the answer after scanning the question. 

Compared to the examinees in other rooms who were thinking hard for the answer, Xi Yue’s expression 

was calm from beginning to end. 

The tip of the pen slid on the paper, making a rustling sound. After a while, she turned a page over. 

At this moment, Cai Yu couldn’t sit still. He stood up, walked to Xi Yue’s side, and looked down. 

He never believed that Xi Yue’s speed was really that fast. If she continued at her speed, she could easily 

finish 1000 questions within 2 hours. 

But is this possible? 

Cai Yu’s first round of entrance assessment was also a written test. With his top results during that year, 

he only completed more than 700 questions in the end. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1075: Depends on Your Luck 

How could this Xi Yue complete ? of the questions in just half an hour? 

But looking at his sloppy appearance, he must have answered blindly. 

Cai Yu snorted coldly, watching attentively, but the more he watched, the more frightened he was. 

Only a moment later, Xi Yue had already answered a dozen more questions on the new page. 

And these questions were almost all correct. 

It was almost because Cai Yu himself wasn’t certain about a few questions, but he somehow felt 

extremely reasonable about Xi Yue’s answers. He even felt like he was enlightened. 

Seeing Xi Yue’s swiftly writing pen and his delicate side face, Cai Yu was shocked. 

This young man… who is he? 
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Cai Yu’s behaviors naturally attracted the attention of the chief invigilator. He glanced at Cai Yu with 

inquiry and was about to walk over. 

Cai Yu panicked, shook his head quickly and sat down on his position. 

The invigilator didn’t think too much. The assessment was still going on in an orderly manner. 

Hexi, who was concentrating on the test paper, couldn’t help but raise her eyebrows and peek at Cai Yu 

behind her thoughtfully. 

2 hours passed quickly, and the test papers of all examinees would be recorded and handed in by the 

invigilators. 

After the information was entered into the examination papers, all examination papers would be sealed. 

It was no longer possible to see which examination paper was answered by which student. 

The sealed information would not be revealed until all examination papers had been marked. 

Cai Yu took Xi Yue’s examination paper and walked toward the chief invigilator. Another member of the 

Academy Student Council came out with him. 

Seeing him shaking his head impatiently, Cai Yu couldn’t help but smile, “Zhang Chong, why do you look 

so unwilling?” 

Zhang Chong sighed and said with disgust, “The person I invigilated is really too disgusting. He kept 

showing off that he is a fourth-level doctor or someone from the royal family of the Haoyue Kingdom… 

Pui, with that pig brain? Even from the royal family!? As a result, he couldn’t even answer the most basic 

medical questions.” 

Cai Yu originally wanted to tease him a few more words when he heard the words, but suddenly his 

heart moved, and a faint light flashed in his eyes. 

When the 2 turned around the corner and were about to enter the room where the chief invigilator was, 

Cai Yu suddenly struck Zhang Chong unsteadily. 

For some reason, Zhang Chong felt his hands numb, and the test paper he was holding fell to the 

ground. 

Not only was his hand numb, but he also felt a little dizzy, wondering if he was agitated by the disgusting 

examinee. 

Cai Yu held him, handed him the test paper, and smiled, “Be careful, if you lose the test paper, I will kick 

you out of the Academy Student Council.” 

Zhang Chong laughed, took the exam paper, and walked into the room without much thought. 

Cai Yu gently squeezed the test paper in his hand behind him. His eyes looked gloomy. 

Xi Yue, even if you are talented? People like you who are bad conduct and vicious are not qualified to 

stay in Miracle Healer Academy. 

Whether you can pass this first round of assessment in the end depends on your luck. 



Thinking of this, he sneered and quickly ran toward the main invigilator’s room. 

=== 

=== 

The results of the first round of written assessment were still announced on the square where the 

spiritual root was tested yesterday. 

At this time, the scorching sun was in the sky, but 98 examinees and their companions were eagerly 

waiting on the square. None of them leave early. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1076: Who Is Chen Jiancheng? 

Bai Hu said, “Why is it so slow? Isn’t it just a written assessment result? It’s already half a day… Young 

Master is more focused on practical skills, but this academy is examining the damn theories. Will Young 

Master somehow fail?” 

“Pui pui pui! Your mouth is really filthy!” Qing Luan glared at Bai Hu and said with a cold face, “Who is 

Little… Young Master? How can he fail?” 

I asked Miss just now, and Miss said that those questions are not difficult. It isn’t a problem to pass the 

assessment. If Miss said so, she will definitely pass it. 

At this moment, a figure flashed in the mist, and the boy in green clothes who had appeared yesterday 

slowly walked out of the enchantment. 

Everyone became excited when they saw him. They held their breath and stared at his every move, 

waiting for him to announce the final result. 

The boy in green clothes was still cold as always. He waved his hand, and dense words appeared on the 

bulletin board in the square. 

“For the Miracle Healer Academy entrance assessment, 48 people passed the first round. The above is 

the list of candidates who will advance to the next round. The content of the second round of 

assessment will be announced in an hour. Please stay here for a while.” 

After finishing speaking, before everyone reacted, the boy in green clothes disappeared into the square 

in a blink of an eye. 

Only at this time, no one would bother about the boy in green clothes as they rushed toward the 

bulletin board. 

“No me… I actually failed! I thought I did a good job in the assessment!” 

“Great, I actually passed the first round of assessment!” 

“Eh, if I knew that the entrance examination was a written assessment, I would learn from the elders in 

my family.” 

There was a lot of discussion among the crowd. Some were happy and some were sad. 
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However, after initially paying attention to their own results, some people’s eyes looked at the first 

place in the written assessment. 

At this moment, someone finally discovered a shocking fact. 

“Oh my God! Look, the person who ranked first in this written test actually got 999 points!” 

“You’re joking, how… Ah—! It is really 999 points! How is this possible? Miracle Healer Academy’s best 

record is only over 800 points!” 

“Who is so crazy! I can’t even finish half of such difficult questions. Someone only got 1 wrong? Is there 

an entry error!?” 

On the top of the bulletin board, First Place 999 Points Chen Jiancheng were written then. 

Suddenly, the crowd burst into a commotion. Everyone was looking and shouting, “Chen Jiancheng? 

Never heard of it! Who is this? How can he be so powerful?” 

“Do you know that the content of the written assessment of the Miracle Healer Academy reflects not 

only the theoretical level, but also the comprehensive strength of the martial artists. Almost everyone 

who got good results in the written assessment passed the final assessment and entered the Miracle 

Healer Academy. Now they are even superior in the academy!” 

“I heard that Miracle Healer Academy’s highest score holder so far is Lu Zhixi, the daughter of the 

President of the Doctors Association. She is even the president of the Academy Student Council. Her 

initial entrance examination score was only over 800 points! This Chen Jiancheng is even better than Lu 

Zhixi?” 

“Unexpectedly, we would be able to participate in the assessment with such a powerful person, but who 

is this Chen Jiancheng?” 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1077: Worship and Flattery 

Until the voice of the people looking for Chen Jiancheng came into his ears, his manservant suddenly 

recollected his thought and shouted excitedly, “Chen Jiancheng, it is our young master! That is our 

young master!” 

“Master, you actually got the first place in the assessment and broke the record of Miracle Healer 

Academy. You… you are really amazing! If you pass the assessment this time, Master must be so 

exhilarated!” 

As soon as the manservant’s words came out, everyone’s eyes fell on the man. 

Many people saw that his appearance looked extremely ordinary. No one who participated in the 

Miracle Healer Academy assessment could be more than 30 years old, but he looked as if he was already 

in his 30s. Everyone couldn’t help but feel a little disappointed. 

Such an insignificant, even somewhat ugly appearance, was really not worthy of the appearance of a 

legend. At least as beautiful as Lu Zhixi or as handsome as Cai Yu! 
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However, most people immediately walked toward Chen Jiancheng with flattery faces. 

“Mister Chen, I’m honored to meet you. It is a great honor to be able to participate in the assessment at 

the same time as Mister Chen. Our Wang family runs the Medicine Hall in the Lin City. If Mister Chen is 

looking for cooperation, come to me anytime!” 

“Mister Chen, I didn’t expect you to be so excellent. Even your looks are good-looking. You can get such 

a good result in the assessment. You are truly the first person in Miracle Healer Academy!” 

“Does Mister Chen have any knowledge to share with me so that I can pass the assessment tomorrow!” 

“It is said that the second assessment is likely to be conducted in teams. It would be great if I can team 

up with Mister Chen. I would appreciate Mister Chen’s advice by then!” 

“Mister Chen, Mister Chen, I’m Wang Jie of the Immortal Crane Sect. In the subsequent assessments, 

I’m willing to follow Mister Chen’s orders…” 

The disturbing noise came from all directions, and Chen Jiancheng was dizzy by it. 

His shiny pink face was flushed. He still seemed to be in the clouds and mist; he couldn’t figure out the 

situation. 

However, the eyes of those around him looking at him were so admiring and flattering, which greatly 

satisfied his vanity. 

Originally, he was still thinking, how could he get 999 points when he didn’t answer all the questions? 

But with everyone’s compliments one after another, he instantly put this suspicion behind him. 

Although Chen Jiancheng claimed to be a royal family, in fact, he and the real royal family of Haoyue 

Kingdom had too far blood connection. None of the royal families of Haoyue Kingdom looked up at him. 

10 years ago, Chen Jiancheng worked hard in training and studying, and he finally became the 4th rank 

doctor. 

But after becoming a 4th rank doctor, he came into contact with the upper-class circles in the Doctors 

Association and Haoyue Kingdom, and he found that he was really inferior to a dog in the eyes of those 

who were superior. 

Moreover, he also realized that instead of working hard to cultivate and to study, it would be better to 

please the elders in the Doctors Association and exploit the civilians of Haoyue Kingdom, which would 

give him a chance to rise. 

Chen Jiancheng, who had been trying to please others, never thought that this day would come. In the 

past, these people were those he wanted to flatter, but now? 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1078: The Score Doesn’t Matter 

But now, these people were all around him, flattering him and making him like a star. 

This feeling is really great! 
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Chen Jiancheng coughed and suppressed the excitement in his heart. He pretentiously waved to 

everyone, “Everyone has overpraised, I’m not that good. However, I have some talents in medical skills 

since young. I initially thought I could get the full score, but I still got 1 wrong. This is such a shame!” 

As soon as this remark came out, the crowd became even more excited. The people around Chen 

Jiancheng couldn’t wait to boast him to the sky. 

Not far away, in the direction where Hexi and others were, Qing Luan stared at the results on the 

bulletin board, but she couldn’t believe it at all, “Why, young master, how could you only get 503 

points!” 

That’s right, there were only 48 people who passed the first round of assessment, and Hexi was the last 

one who barely qualified. 

Qing Luan was Hexi’s hardcore fan. Since Hexi said that she thinks the exam is okay, then it must be 

okay. How could she end up with such a result? 

Gu Liufeng also didn’t believe in the results of this assessment. In his mind, Xi Yue was omnipotent. She 

could amaze everyone no matter what she did. Such results were completely inconsistent with Xi Yue’s 

style. 

Only Bai Hu breathed a sigh of relief, “No matter what, at least it’s a pass, I told you that theory is not 

the strength of young master. Fortunately, after passing the first level, it will definitely not be a problem 

to pass the next level.” 

Qing Luan glared at Bai Hu fiercely, “Filthy mouth! It’s because of your nonsense!” 

She asked Hexi with a move of her heart, “Young master, did you do it deliberately to keep a low 

profile!?” 

Before Hexi had time to speak, Wei Chengyuan on the side also leaned over, put his arm on Hexi’s 

shoulder and said with a smile, “Xi Yue, I also think that compared to the greasy pig’s head over there, 

you seem to be able to pass the exam with such peerless results!” 

Hexi pushed Wei Chengyuan away, glanced at the bulletin board and chuckled, “Third place, 692 points, 

not bad!” 

The second place in the written examination was Shui Yue Sect’s eldest miss, Han Qianer, with a score of 

708. 

Wei Chengyuan suddenly stood up straight and said with a smile, “Hehe, that’s a must! When Little 

Yue’er enters the Miracle Healer Academy, brother can give you tutoring for what you don’t 

understand!” 

Gu Liufeng glanced at Wei Chengyuan with deep eyes: Who is this guy? His identity is mysterious, his 

strength is extraordinary, and he keeps getting close to Xi Yue for some reason. He even calls her 

LittleYue’er. 

This is really displeasing for some reason! 



Bai Hu was even more blunt, “Who are you! Come to show off after getting a high score? Do you believe 

I will beat you!” 

Qing Luan was still annoyed, clutching Hexi’s sleeve and whispering, “Could it be that they made a 

mistake?” 

Hexi couldn’t help but smile and pat Qing Luan’s hand. She watched the bulletin board with a flickering 

gaze, but she said indifferently, “It doesn’t matter whether the score is high. Just a pass will do. Qing 

Luan, why do you care so much!?” 

The 2 failed candidates on the side sneered immediately after hearing this, “See, some people have a 

thicker skin than the city wall. Just admit that you get the last place. You even found yourlsef such a 

high-sounding reason. Pui!“ 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1079: Not Interested 

“Yeah, isn’t it just the passing score? If I work a little bit harder, maybe the 48th place will be mine! I 

don’t know if he is lucky or what, he actually dares to talk big!” 

“Hey, don’t bother about this man. You see so many people have surrounded Chen Jiancheng, lets hurry 

over and get as many friendships as we can!” 

“Yes, no need to even talk to this trash. He will be eliminated in the second round of assessment!” 

The crowd in the entire square surrounded Chen Jiancheng, and everyone’s face was filled with 

admiration and flattering smiles. 

If they could have a connection with such an excellent person, they might get some benefits in the 

Miracle Healer Academy, so no one was willing to fall behind 

But in the square, of course, not everyone would go and flatter this first place candidate. 

Such as Wei Chengyuan, such as Hexi, and also such as the second place Shui Yue Sect’s Miss Han 

Qianer. 

However, Chen Jiancheng, who was surrounded by the crowd, saw Han Qianer’s beautiful silhouette, 

then he suddenly pushed away the crowd and walked quickly toward her. 

The fat and chubby hand stretched out toward Han Qianer. He spoke with excitement and arrogance in 

his tone, “Miss Han, I’m Chen Jiancheng, I was lucky to get the first place in the first round of assessment 

today. Do I have the honor to invite Miss Han to have a cup of tea?” 

He looked up and down Han Qian’er’s perfect figure as well as her beautiful and cold face with fiery eyes 

full of wild ambition, “I heard that the assessment tomorrow is likely to be a team performance. I still 

have some skills in medicine, so I won a high score that Miracle Healer Academy has never had before. If 

I can team up with the beautiful Miss Han, I believe my skills will surely make Miss Han pass the 

assessment smoothly!” 

When Chen Jiancheng saw Han Qianer on the first day of registration, he was deeply attracted by her 

cold, glamorous, ascetic temperament. 
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When he was alone, he fantasized himself pressing on top of her body countless times, stripping off her 

clothes and ravaging her at will. 

Of course, with his identity, this kind of obscenity could only be fantasized in a dream. With his identity 

and ability, if he stood in front of Han Qianer, he would have to be beaten by her servants. 

However, the announcement of the first round of assessment results today gave him unlimited 

confidence. 

He was now a legend who broke the record of Miracle Healer Academy. Many people couldn’t wait to 

flatter him and build a rapport with him. 

Even if it was the Shui Yue Sect’s eldest miss, she would naturally fall for his talent. 

Thinking of this, Chen Jiancheng’s smile became even more confident, “Speaking of which, Miss Han’s 

first round of assessment is also good, only more than 200 points lower than mine. Compared with 

other people, Miss Han is also considered smart. However, if we can discuss together, I believe I can give 

pointers that can help Miss Han grow even more.” 

Chen Jiancheng was really proud of the decent and boastful words he said. He raised his chin arrogantly, 

waiting for Han Qianer to thank him happily. 

However, Han Qianer turned her head, glanced at him with a blank and cold expression and said with a 

monotone, “Not interested!” 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1080: Is He Stupid? 

Chen Jiancheng looked at Han Qianer leaving. He was taken aback for a moment, then his face was 

suddenly distorted. 

The taste of being flattered by everyone made him feel so ecstatic that he almost forgot what it was like 

to try to please others in the first place. 

He wanted to curse Han Qianer for not being sensible, but Han Qianer’s identity was really noble. He 

couldn’t afford to offend her, so he could only grit his teeth and held it back. 

Suddenly, Chen Jiancheng turned and saw Xi Yue and the others, standing leisurely and calmly one by 

one. He saw that there was no admiration in their eyes, and they didn’t try hard to flatter him like 

others. 

Chen Jiancheng was immediately infuriated. Nevermind if Han Qianer ignored me, Xi Yue, a Foundation 

Establishment stage, dares to be so arrogant, not putting me in his eyes? Isn’t this looking down on me? 

“Hey, kid!” Chen Jiancheng took a few steps forward, staring at Hexi coldly with triangular eyes, “Are 

you Xi Yue who is good at pill refining?” 

Hexi raised her eyebrows and said casually, “Yes, so what?” 
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Chen Jiancheng raised his chin and said, “I heard that the medicinal pills in Shengde Hall are very good. I 

just lack a few medicinal pills these days. How about you give me hundreds of best quality pills? Of 

course, I will remember your kindness to me. I will give you indispensable benefits in the future.” 

Hexi sneered, but before she could speak, Gu Liufeng had already taken a step forward and smiled in an 

official manner, “I’m sorry, Shengde Hall has regulations. Regardless of whether they are poor or rich 

and their strength is high or low, everyone needs to book in advance to buy medicinal pills. We don’t 

allow credit too. If you want to buy medicinal pills, go to the nearest [Wanyuan City] to make an 

appointment.” 

Chen Jiancheng’s face turned grim after hearing Gu Liufeng’s words. 

However, he didn’t look at Gu Liufeng, but he stared at Xi Yue coldly with triangular eyes. 

Although the cultivation of Gu Liufeng, Bai Hu and others seemed to be higher, he knew at first sight 

that Xi Yue was in charge. 

Chen Jiancheng said sinisterly, “Xi Yue, what do you mean? Everyone is the examinee taking part in the 

same assessment, don’t you even want to give this little face? Do you know that the assessment is not 

over yet, with your own strength, you will die miserably in the second assessment? Just for these little 

medicinal pills, you don’t even want your life?! If you are smart, I don’t mind helping you.” 

Hexi slowly smiled, and her voice was louder and clearer, “Not interested!” 

As soon as she said this, Chen Jiancheng’s face suddenly turned into a pig liver color. He was so angry 

that he trembled, and he looked at Hexi with hateful eyes. 

Hexi’s answer was simple, and it was the same answer as Han Qianer’s. 

Is he shaming me in public? Is this brat really tired of living? 

The crowd also burst into discussions. 

“Is this Xi Yue stupid? Such a good chance to curry favor with the first place, he just let it go like that!?” 

“Hehe, maybe he doesn’t even have the authority of Shengde Hall’s best quality pills, so he dares not 

agree to it casually at this moment.” 

“If he can’t sell it, then just don’t sell. Just suffer a little loss. He even offended Mister Chen. I think he 

will be very miserable in the second round of assessment!” 


